
CRIOSTAIL

Together we have developed our product based on the
effects of crystals on the human organism

It was very important for us to create something that is
100% eco. Our bottles are made from glass and crystals.

We import crystals from all over the world - different kind
of crystals.

"Crystals are living beings at
the beginning of creation."

CRIOSTAIL CRIOSTAIL 



SOMETHING ABOUT US

OLGA ROGÓLSKA

I work as a crystal properties researcher. My
point in it is to show how therapeutical
qualities can possitively influence our mental
and physical health.

NATALIA KASZYCA

I'm a chemist. I deal with the study of crystals
on daily bases. My prime goal is to show
people how crystals are important in our lives.

We started working a few years ago. What
brought us together? Love for science and
a common goal to show people something

new



We are presenting you bottles of different
volume

- 400 ml bottle costs 30$.
- 700 ml bottle costs 50$



- ROSE QUARTZ the crystal of compassion, tenderness, and comfort. It makes for a pretty way to stay hydrated
throughout the day, and perhaps a reminder when you need it to share some love. This crystal opens the heart
chakra and is believed to encourage self-love and forgiveness, and to help you let go of anger, resentment, and

jealousy

- AMETHYST It can awaken you to higher wisdom and connect you to guidance from beyond the physical world,
but it’s just as effective as a stone for physical healing too. As well as soothing headaches and joint pain,

Amethyst also has an aura of tranquillity about it.

- JADE offers wisdom and abundance to those willing to work with its energies, and it can open your eyes to the
innate duality of life

- GREEN CALCITE If you’re looking to get back into harmony with nature, or are trying to find ways to escape
the madness of big city life, Green Calcite can prove just the ticket. It has this magical quality of making life slow

just a little – just enough to take some valuable you time, sitting on the beach or strolling the garden.

- CARNELIAN The vibrant orange of Carnelian might look like the warmth of sunset, but this is one stone that
will leave you anything but tired. There is a strong undercurrent of vitality to this stone that perks you up and

electrifies your mind with ideas and ambitions.

We also have miscellaneous crystals


